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How can we design more human friendly interfaces and products 
around the body using smart textile?

 · Understand where to place the wearable shape and the unobtrusive shapes. 
 · Shape smart textile into a clothing/wearable by considering user perspective.
 · Design smart “wearable” textiles using a layered system material as platform that 

embraces the electronics features. 

WEARABLE TEXTILE SYSTEM. DESIGN LAYERED INTELLIGENT MATERIALS

Placed in between the digital and human world wearables have the potentialities to change 
the way we live and interact with each other’s thanks to the enhanced functionality of sensing, 
reacting, and/or adapting to stimuli in the environments to which they are exposed. 
Wearables fall in many different categories: glasses, jewellers, headgear, belts, arm wear, wrist 
wear, leg wear and footwear are taking on new forms and functions but also skin patches and 
e-textiles. 
Understanding where and how to place electronics/hard components by incorporating the 
‘wearer’ into the design. Design a Wearable textile systems exploiting smart textile in the field 
of sports. Wearable a technology deal with systems worn as unobtrusively as clothing. As such, 
wearables further effect the person‘s interaction with the world and his interaction with his 
own body. If the wearable won‘t be in accordance with wearer’s needs, it will not be an ideal 
solution to be worn.

 · Material samples
 · If online activity: link with the sources
 · OER
 · Summary presentation

Laptop
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Design around the body: The form follows the function

1. Make smart textile research: 
build a shared knowledge repository of existing smart 
textiles but also proof of concept to identify the most 
relevant features potentialities for your project. 

2. Chose the what and the where: 
•What: Prevention, Self-motivated, Keeping Fit for 
Autonomy, Keeping Fit for Thriving, Competition, Self-
improvement, Social, Physical Progress
•Where: Motorcycle, Cycling, Running, Hockey, Dancing, 
Skiing

3. Set the counter brief. 
Example: Design a smart shirt device able to detect the he-
art rate and sensing the Co2 in the air. The system informs 
the user about the high heart rate using light; it lights up 
when there is pollution in the air.

4. Design around the body
Use the langer lines and Wearability parameters to design 
the item. The Institute for Complex Engineered Systems 
(ICES) developed a study about this topic, “Design for 
Wearability”, by outlining a design guideline for wearable 
products. The wearability parameters developed by the 
ICES are:

 · Attachment: the way the different forms are fixed to 
the body

 · Size: cross section variation of human body 
 · Human movement:  the way the form of body changes 

whit simple motion
 · Unobtrusivity: body areas less obtrusive for wearable 

products
 · Body motion: body areas with low movement/flexibility

5. Develop 
a prototype (not functional) to verify the correctness of the 
designed shape

Procedure:
1.
Introduction: the activity is introduced by teaching staff 
using a short presentation (condensation of OER, 10 slides) 
– 10 minutes.

2.
Supporting Tool: the teaching staff provide the format for 
performing the repository – 1 hour activity by the students

3.
The teaching staff will provide a list of possible functionality 
and context for the perimeter of the project. Based on the 
activity n°1 each group will decide the what and the where 
of the project– 15 minutes.

4. 
Each group will translate the findings of the repository in a 
design brief with the support of the teaching staff through 
reviews. - 30 Minutes

5.
The teaching staff will provide the tools for designing 
correctly around the body and place the “electronics” in 
a proper way. The groups will work to the ideation of the 
project – 4 hours 

6.
Provide a presentation with the overall project by providing 
a prototype (also a dirty mock-up) to prove their project. 

7.
Discussion: Discussion about the results to share ideas 
and opinions and see the different variations and experi-
mentations. Teaching staff will facilitate the discussion.

A day or mroe than a day Discover, Define, 
Develop & Deliver

Small Group 
Discussion

A.
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TEMPLATE FOR RESEARCH
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DESIGN AROUND THE BODY


